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ABSTRACT

This repor't presents a prac-tical technique for designing automatic

' and semi-automatic (quickened) control systems for air cushion ve-
I hices (ACV's). These systems have been designed to minimize a

m major problem in ACV control, vehicular sideslip.. General equations

+ of five degrees of freedom of ACV dynamic operation are included from

which a athematical model can be derived; this derivation I's also

included. The design technique is valid for mos~t vehicle configura-

tions and examples of its application are included for three different

-control methods. The quickened concept is explained and results of

its usage are included. Analog computer data is -presented for turning

* maneuvers -at the operating conditions for which the systems were de-

signed as well as at off-design points.

-From the study that-preceded this report it was concluded that an

automatiq, or a quickened,control system for an ACV offers distinct

IR advantages over conventional manual controli particularly in minimizing

sideslip and establishing and maintaining- a command heading.
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INTRODUCTION

Maneuvering an air cushion vehicle (ACV) presents difficulties that

are unique to this mode of tr nsportation. Because tla vehicle is

designed to minimize surface friction and Water drag, it has little

resistance to side and yawing motion. Therefore, external forces must

be applied simultaneously to control these variables. An analog com-

puter investigationI has confirmed that manual coordination of these

forces is difficult.

To give the ACV operator control of these forces the study summarized

in this report, was conducted under contract NObs 92050, Phase II.

The project was to provide a method for designing automatic and semi-

automatic control systems with the following capabilities: accurate

course-keeping in the presence of disturbarces, and accurate course-

changing with a low sideslip angle. Sideslip is defined as the angle

which the relative wind makes with the vehicle's bow (see Appendix I).

Both the automatic and semi-automatic approaches were designed for the

three existing ACV configurations shown in figure 1:.

i) propellerr located fore and aft of the center of gravity
(c.g.).

2) propellers located behind the c.g.,.and

3) rudders located behind prcpellers behind the c.g.

Three configurations were chosen to ensure that the design procedure

is generally applicable.

Since the equations developed for the mathematical representation of

the vehicle were too nonlinear and complex (Appendix I) to use for

control design, they were reduced to a manageable form by assuming an

operating condition and linearizing the equations about this condition

(Oppendix I). The response was checked for off-design conditions to

see what effect this variation would produce.

A superscripted number in the text refers to a publication listed on

page 37.
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IlTAI

CONFIGURATION "A" -PROPELLERS, LOCATED PORE AND AFT OF THE C.a..

CONFIGURATION "B" -PROPELLERS LOCATED BEHIND C.G.

CG.

II
I CONFIGURATION "C" -RUDDERS LOCATED BEHIND C .-G.

FIGURE 1 IVEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS IN CONTROL SYSTEM4 DESIG14S
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From these linearized equations a transfer function was derived from

yaw moment to vehicle heading. This transfer function combined with

specifications of maximuft turning rate, acceleration, and zero over-

shoot was used to design the vehicle controller.

The linearized equations were programmed on the analog computer and

the response was compared to the predicted response after studying the

ana2og computer simulator shown in figtuie 2. Variations of the feedback

terms were made where it was nec( ry to minimize the deviation of

the actual response from the predicted response. Then the exact

equations of motion for the vehicle were programmed and the response

was again studied and the controller modified.

For the semi-automatic (quickened) system, two different forms of

display signals Were used. In the first, the stick position (i.e.,

acceleration input was used as one of the feedback terms; in the

second,this term was zero. In this system,while the actual control
is completely manual. the use of the manual control is dictated by an

error display presented to the operator. For the we11-behaved turn

there are two quantities which must be controlled: side force and

yaw moment. 'Two methods were used to display these two controls

(figures 15 and 16).

If the operator keeps the control signal in the proper position, the

forces which he commands should produce the same vehicle response that

would have been produced by the automatic system. Ttprefore, first

the automatic system was modified to allow the operator to act as an

error detector and an actuator within the control loop. Then the

quickened system was redesigned by varying the parameters to produce

a good response without too much operator effort.

This design procedure was used for three vehicle configurations:

fore- and aft propellers, two propellers behind the c.g., aho rudders

behind two props behind the c.g. Results were obtained for _ach of

these cases and are included in the appendices.

3
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DEVELOPING A MATHEMATICAL MODEL

To describe the dynamic operation of an ACV, equations of motion must

be available from which a mathematical modeli can be deyeloped; these
equ 'e ootained from reference 1. Together With the data on

Eluctric Boa1;'s test vehicle SKIP-, .they describe all the forces that

act on the vehicle in any dynamic condition. Their deriVation applies

to any ACV with particular emphasis on a, vehicle equipped with rudders.

Five degrees of freedom are included in the equat6ns- forward.

velocit, side velocity, pitch., roll and yaw, with only the heave

dynamics omitted. The two dominant equations used. -to design a con-

traller for the vehicle are the side force and yawing moment equations.

Each of the other equations contributes terms which affect these two

equations, but the complexity is reduced by a simplification technique.

The method of simplification, was to select an operating condition- and

linearize the eqnations about this poirt.

The linearization of the equations was accomplished by taking the

partial derivatives of each of the acceleration terms with respect

to the fundamental variables. The partial derivatilVe was evaluated

at a particular, condition and this value was used as a constant slope

of the accelhration with respect to the variable. For example, 'the

yaw acceleration(*7) is a function of the left propeller pitch angle

) the tight propeller pitch angle R the propeller speed, the

rudder angle (6R), the side velocity (V), the forward velocity ('U) and

the yaw rate (). IT external wind is considered, yaw acceleration is

also a func'tion of the magnitudb- and angle of this, wind; however, for

the example, wind was neglected.

With a constant propeller speed, the above statement may be written

as an equation:

= v, g.

If the linearization technique 1s used., regardless of the complexity

of this original function, the final form is simple.

'5



The linearized yaot moment equation is

I = + ,# RAR + V 'U + 6+ r +

Each of these partial derivatives reduces to a. constant when evaluated

at the selected operating point. The symbol A denotes a deviation from

the operating condition. If 6 is defined as k, and k, etc.,

then in the Tir±inity of tL, operating point

3 ~ ~kP fr= +k 3+ kk~ + k5U 6 '

This same technique was applied for all of the equations o-f the veh~i-

cle, and the result as linearized equations of a similar form.

It must be estahlished over what magnitude of perturbation of each of

I the variables the iquations are accurate. There are two problems

which might arise- in suc> an approximation technique. The first pos-

sible proble.i is thax,, alThough originally the vehicle is operated at
the design condition, during a specific maneuver the linearized equa-

tions do not offer an adequate descriptibn of the motion because ofI|prominent nonlinear contributions during the maneuver. the second

problem is that a controller which is designed for 6ni condition may

perform property in that situation, but at a slightly di'fferent oper-
ating point may react entirely differently,.

To check the validity of the linearizatioa it is necessary to either
examine the linearized equations which are the result ,of .deviations

from the original operating conditions, or- to study thie controller
j action when it L > used on an analog or similar simulatioh. If the

linearized equations offer an inadequate description -of the nohlinear
equations., a nonlinear term can be introduced -to val-idate, -the, equa-tions.

I In some cases, more than one nonlinear term may -be necessary to :produce

equations which -represent the exact equations of motionwith sufficient

accuracy over a reasonable range., If one ,or more nonlinear terms are

introduced th'e equations are still much simpler than .the orlginal

expressions j

I6



To the possibi!lty Uhat the e oimrroller is acceptable in one

; ,n ,,et not -ffectlve in another, there is a method similar to

11- nc gor checking he validity of the linearization. A nonlInear

ornller can be designed such that the nonlinear term is used to

f for the variation which produces the error. For SKIP-1,

,wber 3alcularions were made to determine linear sets of equations:,

a controllcr was designed for selected operating points, and tests
;.ere nade ot the analog computer; the test results proved that the

,.1neai, systems gave acceptable control respohse.

W ho e equatiois of th6 ACV wece linearized, it was easier, to take
ti-e inirtials- of the a,'c,.Ierat-on terms with respect to some of the

-.t,:ondatry variables, az well as the primary variables,and to expand
,hoe-e seondary vaeriables in terms of the basic variables. The prlaivy

v.ariables are all of the terms which cannot be expressed by other
S,-iable,-, such as Ptorward velocity, side velocity, and rudder angle.

;>enctdary variables are those which can be defined. in terms of the

primary variables such as sideslip angle and rudder slipstream
; .lol ty. The siranlification technique, as well as the final linear-

i2eQ eouations for sevcral situations, is shown in Appendix 1. These
quations were used for the control system design.

7



ANALOd COMPUTER STUDY

.For discussion purposes the comuputer facility is divided into three

g:roups:

1) the simulation equipment for the vehicle dynamics.,

2) the simulation equipment for'{he vehicle controls, and

*3) the display and recording equipment.

In the first group, the simulation equipment for the vehicle dynamics,

a 48 amplifier EAI Pace analog computer was combined with 48 additional

Embree amplifiers to provide the analog computer, representation of the

equations. The exact equations of motion were used, i.e., those in

Appendix 1 beforie the linear~zation process. The cdmplete analog com-

puter program for the vehicle dynamics with manual controls is shown

in Appendix II, page 11-2. This is the entire program, except for

*the display circuitry,.'that was used in the study of the quinkened

system with rudders bebind the e.g. For each of the other systems that

I was studied with this program, modifications in the-control force

simulation had to be made. With the other vehicles the rudder contri-

buttons were disconnected and replaced by the appropriate forcesnwhile

the remainder of the dynamics of the vehicle were considered unchanged

by this alteration. The analog program for each of the controls is

j presented in Appendix II,, pages 11-3 and iI-4.

Of the simulation equipment for vehicle control, the major item is

th. control station, shown in figure 2. This station was fabri,

cated specifically for ACV simulated control and was used for both the

manual and t;re semi-automatic (quickened)- studies. Hand and foot con-

trolo arc, provided for all the foreseeable control forces. Wheel motion is

used to control the turning moment in all of the vehicle configurations.
The stick on which the wheel is mounted has two degrees of freedom:

fore-and-aft and side -to-side. The foot pedals provide two polarities

1 8
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of the same control force: depressing the left foot pedal actuates

a force in a preselected direction and depressing the right root

pedal reverses that force. The two hand levers to the right of the

operator are independent and can be used for control of other input

command signals.

The thizK, group of the computer simulation is the display and record-

ing equipment. The display consists of the -meters, and the 21-inch
oscilloscope shown in figure 2. There are enough meters available

to display all of the variables necessary for effective control, and
the oscilloscope display is used for the quickened system which is

explained later. Another use of the scope, which was not applied

during this study, could be to give the operator a more informative

representation of sideslip by displaying vehicle path and. vehicle

orientation during a turning maneuver.

Two oscillographic recorders were available for data recording pur-

poses. The eight-channel recorder was used throughout the study to
continuously record the pertinent variables while the four-channel

recorder was used to check unrecorded variables as desired.

During the portions of the- control studies involving manual control,

an effort was made to minimize the number of errors which would be
caused by simulation inadequacies in the display and controls. The

design of the display and the location of the control forces on the

simulator were determined by actual operation; various designs were

tried until a satisfactory one ias achieved.

However-, with this simulation technique one major element was missing -

the feeling of motion by the operator. In the actual vehicle the

operator will have this information; therefore, actual vehicle control

will be superior to simulated control.

9
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AUTOMATIC CONTROL DESIGN

In order to design an effective automatic control system for an ACV,F the desired response must be postulated and an accurate mathematical

representation of the dynamic equations of motion must be available.

CFor a vehicle with a pre-speclfied control configuration, the force

I and moment limitations must be incorporated in the determination of

a desired response. If; for example, a turn is desired at a maximum

rate of five degreesper second, 50 knots forward velocity, and zero

sideslip, there must be sufficient side force available to counteract

Ithe resulting centrifugal force.
For the control designs described on the following pages, it was

determined that the response should exhibit these traits:

1) In any turn, sideslip should be minimized;

f 2) The rate cif the turn should be determined by the magnitude

of the course change and the available side force at the

operating velocity;

3) The vehicle should turn to the desired heading and maintain

it (no overshoot).

In order to define a reasonable turning rate, it is first necessary

to determine which of the controls is the limiting quantity. For

conventional control of an ACV,. the yaw moment is sufficiently high,
but there is a scarcity of side force,; therefore, the quantity of

side force determines the maximum allowable yaw rate. This Is true

for the Electric Boat test vehicle.

Although study of the quickened system preceded that of the automatic

system design, since the quickened system contains several ideas which

are not commonly used in control design, the more familiar automatic

j control is discussed first.

1 10
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Automatic, Control of Vehicle with Two Rudders Behind. the Center of
GravitY

The vehicle with rudiers behind the c.g. was considered prior to the

other two configurations because a complete mathematical description,

aS well as the analog computer program, was available for this method

of control. In this study, an operating condition was selected and.

the vehicle dynamics were described by the linearized equations listed

in Appendix I. The operating condition chosen had a forward velocity

of 50 knots and all other factors were zero, except those necessary

to produce this velocity, such as propeller pitch angle and propeller

speed. The pertinent linearized equations*for this condition are

v = .5620 - . 1492oR -. 273V - 1. 475i

and

*= 1.703L - + .5 6 26R + .133V

where all angular teims are in degrees and all linear terms are in

feet. The-small term, which are negligible have not been Included

in these equations: OL, and U into the side velocity equation and

U and j into the yaw equation.

From these equations a turning method can be selected. According to

the side velocity equation, there are two -possible sources of side

force: rudder deflection and roll angle. Roll angle is not too

advantageous since it cannot be depended upon in choppy water or on
land with obstacles. Rudders also have disadva.tages as side force

controilers; since they are located well behind the c.g., they exert

a moment which tends to yaw the vehicle. In fact, if the rudders are
used for side force during a turn, they provide a moment against the
desired turn. However, the rudders can be used effectively for side

force control if, while they are being turned to the selected angle,

a counter moment is applied that makes the total yaw moment zero.

The source of this counternomrent is the same as the moment which

initiated the turn- differential propeller pitch (An).

* All the liybos for a vehicle with rudders are defined on pages
II-2 through II-4.

11
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During a turning maneuver the 6ituaton requires nullification of theryaw rate courling in the side velocity equation and at the same time
control of the yaw moment. Two decoupling problems are involved:

r1) Decoupling the equations of motion, and

2) Decoupling the inherently coupled side force and yaw moment[~rf-om the controls,

Both of thlse decoupling actions are possible with the forces avail-
able. The following paragraphs explain the decoupling process and

the control system which is designed after decoupling.

The flow diagram of the linearized equations with rudders behind the
c.g. is shown below:

I 1 47s 5.

-562 -'1"--

.1492 -V 1/SIC -T -

FIGURE 3

.273

With the three apparent coupling terrns (two in the vehicle dynamics
and one in the controller) there are actually only two problems-:

decoupling the k into V and, decovpling the rudder force into the yaw
jmoment. If these two decouplings are successfully made, side veloc-

it;y .!:ll result only from disturbanccs, and a pure side force canIbe generated to control this uzdesirable motion.
In the preceding discussion it was suggested that 4V might be varied
with 5R so that 6R wouia not cause variation in the yaw acceleration.
From the flow diagram it is obvious that if AR- were comanded to

3 12
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equal *-.2 R this would produce an cffective decoupler, at least for
the linearized model. To decouple yaw rate from the side velocity,
an input into the rudder angle equal to, 475 i

.1492 ~csay
-The decoupled flow diagram appears below:

FcoEmand 4

a , . - /s -

.-.r,2 .3 .7

V V

FIGURE 4 .7

Figure 4 Is equivalent to gure 5, the faloe diagram of ideally d-
coupled equationo howneu beloh.

1.7 1 / /331

.133 I
C.j14 9 2 , .z '

From the appoarance of the above diagram, i~t would seem' feasible to

introduce another term, equal to V. to decouple the system com-
-letely and: have r .:-.t aznz : !) ; ziple z. i 'ze.-

i!},



yaw angle and side velocity, the gains can be adjusted to make this

coupling term negligible, and 2) small errors in the decoupling could

produce an unstable system.

Control over- the second order (yaw) equation and first order (side

velocity) equation is designed in the conventional manner with posi-

tion and rate feedback.

7Figure 6, the flow diagram of the linearized equation with automatic
control, is shown below."

VEHICLE CONTROLLERr ....- K- - - ---

I i.

K0  "1.7 1/sI oI -I I

'K . 562..75 1/8 .133

I I 6R2 14R I

I.273

In this flow diagram the C2  term is used to produce the differential

thrust term needed to balance the rudder moment and the I ' term is
used to Produce a side force which cancels the centrifugal force.
K 0 and Ki determine the natural frequency and the damping factor of

the yaw dynamics. The C, feedback determines the rate of decay of

an unwanted side velocity. If the decoupling is exact, the response

will be simply that of a second order system. However, from

-14
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observation of the nonlinearities in t-he exact equationG, it is

unreasonable to make this assumption, therefore, a study was conducted

to determine the actual response.

.With the side force available at 50 knots, the maximum turning rate

with no sideslip is about 3.5 degrees per second. This maximum rate

was arbitrarily selected for a 20-degree turn. For any turn of

greater than 20 degrees this ra.te will be reached, and for a turn of

less than 20 degrees the maximum rate attained will be proportionally

smaller. -Figure 7 shows the desired turning rate and angle for a, turn

of less tha;, 20: degrees. This maneuver will be the result for a new

angle command if p-jrfect decoupling is available.

Automatic Contriol Desi gnwith Prcpellers Fore and Aft

In order to design a: controller for the fore and aft propeller con-

figuration, linear versions of the equations defining this configura-
tion must be derived. A mathematical deszerption of the fore and aft

propeller configuration was developed by .subtracting the rudder terms
from the equations for the vehicle with two rudders behind the c.g.

and addi.ng terms for the propellers on rotatable pylons. For a pre-

cise study of an actual f6re and aft vehicle, the aerodynamic coeffi-

cients shou!d be calculated from wind tunnel tests as in the case of

the vehicle with rudders behind the c.g. However, for the study of

the fore and aft vehicle simulation, the coefficients for the vehicle

with rudders behind the c.g. were used. The resulting,. simplified.

fore and aft equations are

TFsinVF + TAsinA
= .5621 - .273V- 1.475, +

and
. .57.3b'

133V + _snvFA) "r-v I

The variables previously undefined are

TF - Thrust of the propeller in front of the e.g. (ibs),

TA - Thrust of the propeller behind the c.g. (lbs),

15
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OV - Angle of the propeller in front of the c.g. wIth the

centerline (degrees)

- a Angle of the propeller in the back of the C.A,. With the

centerline (degrees)

b'- Longitudinal distance of propllers from the ,.g. (ft).

After linearizing the above equations and comiputing the values of

the coefficients based on the dimensions of SKIP-I, the equations

become:

V = .,,,. ..2"3V--- 1.475* + .xF+ TA )
and

= .133V +.082(Tpv F - TiF Ay )

Th side force for the vehicle can be obta ned. by turniig both props

to an equal angle. RoIl angle is not used for the reasons cited in

the previous section., The yawifng moment can, be Obtzined'by 'one of

two :ethods: turning one propeller pylon to a slightly different

angle than the other or- turning both pylons to the 'same angle land

reducing the thrust of one prop. OrginaIlly the, latter method was

used alid the angle to which the pylons were turned produced a 'bene-

ficia, side force. However, a study of this method of controI on the

anaiog coni~,uTer indica.ted an, undesirable tail in the response. The

Ini-tial part f Lbe turning nneuver was as piedicted, but in -the last

fewdegrees of the tut n Up tc 20 seconds were consumed. Analysis of

,the system transfer function predtb'ts such a response,, even for the

linear zed system. The basic problem is that any error ini yaw -neces,

sarly has to. actuate both. a pylon angle and differential thrust.

Tests of the mix±vt method, turning the props to different angles,

proved it to b a .. satisfactory. A yaw error commands the f6r-ward

propeller to zh -.u which produces the desired turn while a side

velocity error €,'ammanos both pylorns to an equal additiona I angle with

the centerline. Vigures 8 and, 9 show, the two methods of control.

- 17I
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[POSITIVE YAW AND SIDE FORCEE CO0MKhAND FIRST CONTHCL METHOD

FIGURE 8

A-C.G. Aj4

pA"

a.POSITIVE YAW, COMMAijD ONlvY

II

)T 

TA

F TA

b. POSITIVE YAW AND SIDE FORCE, COzmAN

I REVISED CONT ROi ~4TmTROD
FIGURE 9
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Using the came reasoning ai in the two-rudder -vehicle,, figure 10 shows
the flow glaph of -tie automa tic contro. designed from -the linearized

-equations of the fore-aft configuration.

VEHICLE CONTROIR

VA =Vp +.0821-PTF-

, A S

L 1 1.,4751

In this control loop, K1 ' is uzed to7 balance th - centrifugal foree,
Cl determines 'the rate at which the side, velocity decays, and., and
KI: determine tlie response-of the yaw control loop.. Wi1th this cor:Vr o.
system design, all of' the initial design goals Were met. Typicakl
res-ponse data obbtained. from the analog computer 'is given in- Appendix IV.

Automatic Control, System With Two Prop)ellers Beinid, the ,C.,G.

The equatonwo which describe the vehicle motion Were obtained- - n the
same mann~r 'as, the vehicle- with the fore and- aft propeller configlea-
tion; -the zbdder terms are eliminated from the equations arnd -replaced
by the ter -lue -to, the rotatable prop- pylons. 'the sitmPlifted. e qua-
tions f63? tnils vehic'le are

(T + T, )sinv
V .5624, -. 273V- l.475* + "I P

10



and Ta'losv Ta'coj3- (T + TibIsiV
133v + S I

The variables not previously defined are:

Tp - Thrust of port propeller (ibs),

Ts - Thrust of starboard propeller (lbs),

a - Lateral distance of center of props from c.g. (t).

The completely linearized equations are

. V --ii 5624- .273v - 1.47 + .084 8 (T p + T)v

and

UP33 + -0S( T ) ool143 (Tp +T ),v

Theide force can be obtained by rotating the propellers to an angle

whicb'will produce the desirable side force and the unwanted moment
e an be canceed by applying a countermoment from differential thrust.

Figue ii iS l he flow diagram of the control system design for theI
-inea~rized equations with tw,;o propellers behind, the -c.g.

VEHICLE CONTPOLLER,

I Ju _ _ _ a/_.J IUR n / /

0 111 :,

I'¢ X .475 133

*I -/n -I /S V'

Cl I .273
FIC-UPE 11
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The controller Is almost. -Identical .,o the vehicle with rudders behind

the e.g.. With this system the thrust vector is redirected by rotating

the pylons, whle with the vehicle with rudders the side force is

generated by deflecting the air flow.

Effects of Wind on the Automatic Systems

The ability of the automatic control systems to maintain an established

course against wind forces was investigated for all three configurations

by inserting wind disturbance in the computer program and noting the

responses. Both a constant side wind ani impulses of side wind were

applied. The responses of the vehicle with two props behind the c.g.

and the vehicle with two rudders behind the c.g. were similar because

they both exerted counter forces in a similar manner.

A constant side wind of 50 ft/sec produced a constant side velocity

of 5 ft/sec and a constant yaw error of 3 degrees in each case. The

transient caused by the wind was longer for the vehicles with both

control forces located behind the e.g.. because the vehicle with fore

and aft propellers has a side force completely independent of the

other forces.

For side wind impulses- of 50 ft/sec., a small side velocity (2.5 ft/sec)

was Dbduced that quickly dropped to zero. For the vehicles with

rudders or propellers aft of the c.g., a small excursion (about. 3.5

degrees) from the command heading took place, but the vehicle promptly

returned to the original course. With the fore and aft propeller con-

figuration, the departure from the command heading was negligible (.6

degrees).

Since side acceleration is not fed back -to the side force control

signal,, the major design variable which affects the response to wind

is the velocity feedback quantity. This quantity determines the maxi-

mum side velocity which will occur for either the constant or the

impulse wind input. For both types of vehicles the wind induced yaw

error is proportional to this side velocity. For the vehicle with the

side force located behind the e.g., a decoupling error is introduced

21
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I
in the yaw equation. This error cot bined with the coupling of side

velocity and yaw causes the yaw angle excursion. -The directional

stability force is the only yaw-producing term for the vehicle with

pure side force.

r
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

[
I
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QUICKENED- SYSTE; DISCUSSIO!

A quickened control system is one in which an opxratop ,.ust respond
to an error signal display to cause the generation of proportional

control forces upon the vehicle. The displayed signal consists of

a combination of acceleratlonz, velocities and displacements. If the

operator makes the proper control response to the error display in-

formation, he is acting.as a simple gain in the control loop; tbere.-
fore, he can be inserted in any control loop with a l_.mited frequency

bandwidth co act as an error detector and actuator.

The simple case described below demonstrates the concept of quickened

control. For the closed -;p equation a cr!tica~ly damped second
order system was chosen with a natural frequency O .316 radians *er

second. This type of system was chosen to facilitate observation of

any variations in the reaponse of different operators.

The equation describing the dynamics of the system in terms of the

controlled variable is I

Figure 12 is the analog computer diagram for this second order zE.-ste%,

.2-% 10

FIGURE 12 .I
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If a step input X0 is connanded,, there will be -no overshoot and the
variable will rise to a final value of X0 . During its rise to P

the acceleration is alwayse equal to the sum off three components: IX
-. IX and -.2 .1 If a displayed error signal proportional to this
expression is used and if the operator mair~tains the error at zero,
the response will be the samie. The block diagram of the quickened
manual control gys tern is shown in ftgure 13. Although this imethodF off operation is referred to as semi-automatic, if the operator chooses
to disregard the quickened display, the control system-my be operate,:-
in its simplest mode -manually.

]I DIS PLAY OPERATOR INPUT

I FIGURE 13

Since the operator is Instrueted to maiintain. the display at-,zero.
which he can do since he lias direct cuntrol ovrer X, the followi-n-.'ifdifferential, equa tion describes the mo-sior± of the variable (X):

KX .X lX .2 "lOX:k 0.

if K 1, then the equation can be .-ritten as

X X 0 I - 21
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which Is the same di"Lf-erential equat'ion that describes the motion fev

the closed loop sys .,:n. The operator gain can be varied sithply by
changing the acceleration coefficient (K). Reducing the magnitude of
K increases the operator gain and increasing the, magnitude of K de-
.creases the gain., The damping ratio and natural frequency can beI
varied in the same manner that the- are for closed loopcnrlsses

by changing velocity and- position feedback.

In the preliminary analypia, the quickened systerrs can be studied by
replacing the operator with a simple gain. The analog computer zhouldj
then be used to determine how large the variation is between the ,pre-
dicted and the actual response. As well as the usual errors which
ca.- arise in the design of' auttomatic sys4tems.,, other errors can o-caur '
,;,en using the quickened control systenL--. the disprlay may be sligh'tly
in error... some sys temn motions mazy be too faet for the hum.an to respond

t.o, and the operator ".y have mcments of inattention.

The first twor of these possible errors must be minhimized by the sys-tela

designer; the third will probably cause- more problem,- with a simulatobrI
than on an acttua1 vehicle.. In actala flight tVe operator will "feel"
the motion of his craft and, therefore, sense a6 Well -as see the needI
for quickened assistance,

The first display tested was a one-dlmensio~iml (one control) voltmeterI
and the 'indicator on this 'neter had tc be positioned, at zero,. Ifis
display soon fa-titgued the operator so that he coudld not operate effec-

tively.. Because of this difficulty a. new, two-conitrol display wasI
devis'ed for two -,dimenslonal sys-tems.

ThIs display has tw.o forms both using the 21-inch- oscilloscope. In
the first -form --shown in figure lPa, the circle which can move in two
dimensionrs must be kept at the oftgin. in the second form, show,,n In

fitgure 14b, the operator musU. keep the, horizontal line centered on the
circle, which must be kept on the %.erti~cal reference line. With the
controls set up on the simulator3:, the se-on(4 display method Is less3
tirinS for the operator'.
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Ia) Quickened Scope Ditsplay - Number One

i I.. ..

I
I
I
I

b) Quickened Scope Display - Number Two

I FIGURE hi QUICKENED SCOPE DISPLAY NUMBERS ONE AND TWO

1



In the first display, a horizontal d zplacement of the circle symbol

from the origin is proportional to the yaw error signal and a vertical

displacement indicates a side velocity error signal. If the symbol

is to the left of the origin, the control must be turned to the right

te bring it over the origin. If the symbol is abcve the verzical

reference line, the stick must be pulled back to cancel this error.

When this display is used, the yaw motion is generated by turning the

whee,and the side force control is generated by moving the stick

forward and back. While Dhiz'would not be a desirable motion for an

actual vehicle, the simu3ator operator has the feeling of having

direct control over the sy4mbol position since the error oignal moveC
L1 the direction of stick Notion.

The second display will be more useful to the actual vehicle than the

first disp ,lay and will also be easier-to control on the simulator.

In this display the distance from the center of the line to the center

of the circle represents the side velocity error. Notion of the stick
to the right moves the line to the right and motion cf the stick to

the left m(cves the line to the left. The yaw error is represented and
controlled as in the first display. in the control station simulation

for SKIP-I, the foot pedals control the rudder side force.. Hence the

foot pedals are used to control the distance of the line from th-

circle center and the wheel controls the position of' the cirle §

Figures-15 and 16 show the two displays ifl various condftions of

operation.
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a) Side Velocity>Error - b) Yaw Control Error -

Command Is To Pull Command Is To Turn
Stick Back Wheel Right

r

cY Both Yawz Arid Side Velocity d) Controls, Properl'y Used
Error - Command. Is To Pull
Stick Back While Turning
Wheel rlight

FIGURE 15 QUICKENED SCOPE DISPLAY - NUMBER .ONE

2
,28
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a,)' Side Force Error -Command b) Yaw Control Error -Comind

18 To Push Th Right Pedal Is To Turn Wheel Right

C) Both Yaw and Side Force d) Controls ProperlyiUsed
-Error - Command Is To rush
Right Pedal-While turning
Wheel Right

FIGURE 16 QUICKENED SCOPE DISPLAY -NMBER TWO
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f IMPLMENT01'ON

This section descrtbes an approach to Implementation of the autoiapipc,

.system and possible displays for the qu!ckened coit O signal.

Figure 17 shows the'mplementatioh of the automatic control system

with two rudders behind the c,.g. 'ch of the components represented

is a com non item. Electrical signa3s which are proportional to the

variables, and combine to produce the actuating signal, must be

obtained. These varibles are .yaw angle, yaw ocommand, yaw rate,

Judder angle, and'side velocity.

The difference between the actual yaw angle and the command yaw angle

is geherated by a synchro control transformer afte' a directional

gyro senses the yaw angle. The range of the directional gyro must be

zero to 360 degrees. The proper scaling of this term is achiev6d by

adjiisting the gain on an a-c amplifier.

The yaw rate signal is generated by a rate gyro aligned along the

yaw axis. This sensor must be accurate from zero to 15 degrees per
second and must be able to withstand rates of up to 45 degrees per

second. The signal produced contributes to both the rudder angle and

differential propelle3, pitch angle.

The electrical signal which is proportional to the rudder deflection

angle is acquired by using, a potentiometer with the wiper driven by
the rudder shaft.. This voltage Leeds back to the 6R .power amplifier

and also into the P power amplifier as pait of the actuator signal.
The typical sensor range would be -45 to +45 degrees.

Side velocity is the only quantity which is not directly measured.

An acoelerometer is mountedto detect side acceleration and this out-

put is integrated to obtain a signal proportional to the side velocity.
The upper lmit of the side velocity is approximately 40 Imots. A side-

looking doppler radar could also be used for overland operation as long

as the operator remembers that when operating over water he must correct
for the water motion sensed by the doppler.

-30
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The yaw rate: lini.,t is oLtained by u.,ing logic circuitry. When the

rate -reaches the maxiinwu allowiable value, te 6 command from the yaw

error signi ia grounded; and. when the yaw angle approaches the comumand

Th;ading, the error signal again actuates the AP command.

All of the above signals are in terms of a-c voltages except rudder

deflection. These a-c signalp must be demodulated to produce the d-c

sjgnals which ar"tuate the controls. To allow manual operation, a

switch should be provided to remove the outputs of the demodulators.

[ The quickened system -display presents a more novel iraplementation

problemt. lbth ing the operation on the analog computer, the operator's

compiete attep -ion was on the quickened control signal with only an

I occasional! glance Xt the meter displays. In the actual ACV, he will

not be able to give complete attention to an oscilloscope displayI : since he witll also be watching the ground track and any potential

flight hazards. Therefore, it is advisable to use a display that will

project this information into his line of vision without interfering

wi1th his normal. flight vision. The "Head-up" display system developed
for aircraft flight offers such a solution.

IThe head-up display, shown in figure 18, is a group of symbols pro-
jeted from a cathode ray tube on the windshield in the pilot's line

of sight. To eliminate the need for the operator to refocus his eye.I from the ground track to the display, it is focused at infinity. In

an airplane the main use for this system is to give the pilot

I information for manual control of the vehicle. The advantages of this

system to the pilot are less eye fatigue and vninterrupted attentic"

to the flight path. Each of theze display symbols usually shows one

of the operating variables. In the quickened application, the symbol

positions would be governed in the same manner as the symbols on the

scope display during the computer study, which is a combination of

these varia'bles.

5 The symbols in figure 18 represent only two of many possibilities for

a head-up display. To require the operator to maintain line A on line

1 32'I
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POSSIBLE HEAD-UP DISPLAY SYMBOLS FIGURE 18

B would be an effective way to present the quickened yaw display

since the required rotation of line A would be analogous to the wheel

motions. Another possible representation of the quickened errors

could be derived from these symbols. The yaw error could be repre-

sented by the distance of one circle from the origin. lateral motion

of either the other circle or the horizontal line C could indicate

side velocity error.

Several possibilities exist for displaying the required symbols.

The selection of the best symbols requires more work in human factors,

which is beyond the scope of this Study.
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CONCLUSIONSI
After designing automatic and semi-autoraic controls for three general

1' -vehicle configurations, the following conclusions were madet

1) The quickened, or semi-automatic, system has advantages over

manual control for all three vehicle configurations. With

quickened aid the operator can eliminate overshoot, coordin-

ate the two forces that control yaw and sideslip, and perform

these opevations -with less effort.

2) The controls, such as rudder angle, propeller pitch, and pylon

angle, can be combined effectively to control sideslip and yaw

in all three vehicle configurations and can be designed to
make prescribed maneuvers within the limits of the available

forces. Of the two methods devised for manipulating the fore

and aTt propellers to control yaw, the one that uses the dif-

I ferential prop angle is the most effective for the automatic

and quickened operations. The other involves turning both

pylons to the same anqgl and reducing the thrust of one

propeller.

3) Automatic systems that provide effective course-changing arid

course-keeping operation can be designed for all three con-

figurations. The course-changing method can minimize side-

slip during maneuvers.

4) The automatic systems can be implemented with conventional

sensing and actuating devices.

5) For the conventional, two-propeller ACV, an automatic system

can be used either entirely with control components within
the loop or with an operator replacing the error sensors and

ac-tuating devices.

3
I 3

I
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6)- For the conventional, two-ptuopeller AOVI x-ith or without rud-

ders, the automatic and semi-automatic (quickened) systems

are comparable in effectiveness. Either control system can

predetedilnae maneuvers and either system can be designed to

rake optimlm use of the available forces.

A general conclusion is that the same design procedure can be used for

vehicles with more than two propellers as was used for the three Pon-

figurations selected Tor this study. This information is based on the

knowledge that all of the forces of at least one of the two-propeller

configurations are aveilabie for any vehicle with three propellers or

more.
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RECO NId I!DATIONS

As a result of these studies of the automatic systems it -has been con-

cluded that they are ready for implementation. No major problems were

found that require further study. Therefore, it is recommended that

the next course of action should be to apply the automatic systems to

1actual vehicles in order to test the controls under more realistic
conditions. The automatic designs can be applied directly to any

vehicle for which an adequate mathematical description of Its dynamic

operation is available. From the study conducted on the implementa-

tion, the application of these automatic designs should offer no majorI difficulties. The autowatic system for the vehicle with two rudders
behind the c.g. is ready to be applied to the actual vehicle. It

remains only to select the particular components, which are readily

available.

The quickened display, however, needs some additional development be-

fore it is usable. It is recommended that a head-up display be de-

vised for an actual quickened system and this study includedeveloping

the controls using ,human factors: engineering until they can be used

with a minimum of operator effort. After this study is complete the

total quickened system design should be installed and tested on a

if vehicle to evaluate itz performance under realistic conditions and

compare this to that of the vehicle operated without the benefit of

quickened aid.

I
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APPENDIX I

I) '.ONE-MJCLATURE USED IN EQUATIONS

1 2) VEHICLE EQUATIONS WITH LINEARIZED MODEL

3) EX P.PLES OF LINFARIZED EQUATIONS FOR
YAW AND SIDE FORCE
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AB Are& of the base enclosied by the peripheral jet

V centerline- ft

AT) Area of the-disc generated by each rotating pro-

f peller - ft2

ap Horizonta!. distance, in the y direction between,

J the CG and the thrust line of one propeller - ft

at Horizontal distance in the y direCtion between

F the CG and the Center of Pressure (CP) of one fin - ft

CG The center of gravity o: the vehicle

. CDR The drag coefficient of .each fin based on the fin

,area iuueraed in the propeller slipstream

ICL The -lift coefficient based on the area, AB,

I CtR The lift coefficient in a horiz'ontal plane of each

fin based on the fin ,area immersed in the propeller

slipstream

The yawing moment coefficient of the fuselage based

on the base area, A3B? and: the Il4th of the base, 4t3

iC~f. The force coefficient of the fuselage along its

I x-uxis based on the area, A.

C jf The force. coefficient, of the fueflege along its

|, y-axis based on the area, A-

D The, propeller 4iameter, r ft

g- The,-eacceleratin tie, to gravity - .2 2ft/sec2

hf Height of the, l fan inLet above-the CG ft

hp .Height -of -each pr.pel.cr thrust line above the1j CO. ft

I
I'
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ht Height of each fin CP above CG - ft

TX) Iy) IzMoments of' inertlia about the x,) y) and z axes,

respectively -slug- ft 2

,8B Length of the, -iishion .- ft

Distance of each propeller plane behind the

CG - ft

XT Distance ~aheadof the CG of the Uift acting on

the fuselage !. ft

At Distance of each fin- CP behind the CG - ft

in Mass of the vehicle, - slugs

Volume flow rate of air through the lift

fan - ft 3 /pec

SRArea. of each- -fin- which is, Iuersed& in the pr~o-

peller slipstre=in ft

T Thrust -b

TL Thrust ,of the left propeller -lb

TR Thrust of the right propeller - lb,

IJVW Ierti-al-velocities-of the. vehicle in the x, y, and-s a xes,
;respectiyely - ft/sec

U55  'Velocity of the -propeller ulipstzream.. ft/aec

Velocity of the relative -wid 1 Pt/iec

URR Velocity of the relative wind over each fin -

ft/se-c

U4 Velocity of the wind which is l4adepeadent of the

v'ehicle, motiom ft/sec

ViInduced velocity of each propellr *ft/nerc

Wt, Gross veight i.:' the vehicle - lb

4D-



I
X,Y,Z ath - fixed axis system

x,y,z "ody . fixed axis system

CR  Angle between the fin chord and -. red

BR  Rudder deflection, - red

p Mass density of air - slugs/ft3

' Angle of yavJ positive nose right - red

Angle of pitchj positive nose up - red

0 Angle. of rollj positive right side down - red

1 Angle between the X-tws and the relative, wind

In a horizontal plans,, soxtimes called the,
I uideslip angle - tad

Angle between the X.aids and the relative wind

j in. a Vertioal plun. RstiO Iss Called- the angle
of sttaakj, r .itivs nose Up in relation to the

Swind veot ,'i -*14

Other notation

"1-4
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EQUATIONS -OF NTION,

1), Forward Force

U-ge+~ v* !L-', + U cos* + uJsn'

OSR + 'M ORLO.ER + (U 2  + LRLF(cL in
7, S +V ) n RN SSL RN CaineFR

+(uSR 4VRN)c CDR~cosER + ("USSR + V RN) cLRRA Ine RR]

21n-0 Rle RW,

la) 1L1 earized, Forward Force Equation-

Qf.p
__ UW~sn ~AL\W

+ UWEOCOS*A* + SinhtAUWE) + ~ -(U 33 + VRN) CDRL ~JRLCRL

2 2 DQRL 6cDAL AR)+ CRLOCL
(-YSSL 4- V RN ) ZOSE RL '(-7 R 4 A + DAL' A6R)

'~2A ++VNVN 2 RN C Lost~SStSSL + OA)+ (tISSL + 2  %L Ose,L

2 2LRL LRL
+ (SSL + , RNSflRL '-77RL A'RL + R'-.b)' + qOLPSifLE

(SSLAUSSL + cNRONIRN -(USR + V-jq) CDRRSnRIR PR

+ ( 2 V sin LR* RR- 6 + DCOSER
(USSR sin-RR (,-E Ae R + LR Y b R

(2JgAUj~ + 2 ~ 4 (UiSR +~ RNV LR9SR-R

~~(U ~IsR + -RN, +ER ARR, + A 4RRRRR

+( T+ V in A
3M'R R 0 E R R,+-TT R A 'R

I-56
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2) Side Forwce - p1

V = -( 77~- (V +- UIIcos*WN s sinip')

U In2)C3'E ±( + v2  C cQse R
V- 2niRN RLRL + "SL -RN LL R

+ 1;SR + R14~ ODRR I~RR +USSR +RN~ LRRC0RRI

FID Pjrf2  , ,, pA~ B]~
8m30 ) + Cy I + 'Uty RWIURWIt

[ 21) LinvariZed Side Fcr-e-Equation

PQ;N
6v gA( - u&t- ±.ts (V - 7 N Us lin A* U WNcos*L'

ii - n ~ U)R- 2~ [2~S + DL0E~~ U2 +
WN 2m I(L R) DL"L'L+ SSL+

CPDRL 3CbRL
v sin + 6  + C ie(2U Alf N)' RL 'RL 36 RL R S

2VniV~) 2 v2  ~ ~2  +2 2

+ 2VRAR)- (USSL + vRN~ ) cLRL s~eRL AERL + (uSSL + RN) Co se

lb L RR R o .R (2USSOLUSSL +2VRNAVRN')
2, 2 2 3 RAi (u S.R +v RN) c CD~ RRA4-RERR + 2 S + DHN)RlE f '" -

TT R) + 0 DRB. In ERR (2U sSR4UssR + 2VR0"RN) - Q~R

c* CRsinc AFI + (u2  + V-e ) LOS R

LR CRERR 5 T  OSR p SEH R RR~

+ 6F A~lR 0LRH o' RR(2USSRAIuS3AR 2V gN6'flN)]

34 U y T L + Cy9LY~R___

+ ~ OL R~ + '"RR TR

?.'Pt' ~ cy(p + RW 2 'q' + C
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3'), Yaw Moment-

a1,pA BJBU2- P 5 R I tJs N U2 2s

+(UsL (TL~ CDTiR) + S . _~ ) CcoaE ER

+~~2Z RWDC~f(E]+ ~t fs + 21Z ~SLl - N LRSL

+U + V2M') :U2~ + ~

3a) inerize Ya MomentEqaio
- SL D R) RN pIIAnE6 +

+.VM2+9 PS + aS t [(%2S) +CO5( LRO'

DRR + R 21 C OSS(2LLusL+2~~

+ 1 ) c 08S U + V C CCO5ERhy + -SS + VRN siria i e

+ . 81Z ) IP (CDy"'T (3~L + 2Vy-"VR) -R I US

+a, Linar~ize R E + awSR + v% Equation

+ +RE URW'~
+C LRCSE (2USRASS + vRv)

+ ~ +% CD72BR E J alpR+ v% ) s n ~ C J J

+L + +0
(2USS SSS + SL VJ V ) R ~ -[~LI

CLRL 

CLL

+ ~ 4R v% CLLCOh~RL +6 )" + ) c sincR (+u- 2E'
+~e, CRanR (ULAS L 2~RE) -L(2USSOS + VR) AVAsi

RR-

+IU 2 C c s e + ( U P R , b lSS R R RIR SL + 4 ) s n A -



2 2m
RN2 sine A -+ - %E co (2sSLu

'2RSVR) + V2  SRRSSNARNRN .CDRR RR RR + (U2JR ACe + §R) + D66s (2USSRAUSSR + 27VRNV)

- (USSR + VFN CLRRcIa(EIRAe~RR (U2SR +~ sincRE( AR

+ CLRR 6 E sR ii,1R (2USSRAUSSR' 2VRNAVN)]

+ - A yqR)(

+qp ( ' CL~ ) (2 URUW) v (C~ P ,+ y9) 'c

k)Roll Moment
2 p.Q h 

In~-24a ,- ;6-i ~VUWEOS* %M~Nif~J

2m+ U2S L ?N PL,) CLRq RL SgL + N)) C DRsi4ER]

(C' IC 'L + Cy 1 R) TR URW4

4a.) Linearized Roll Moment Equation

2 PQ:rh r AV UWE6in#* + cos*AUE

m LrE

?+ L 2cs CLRL Ae ++PR 6 Chi~sfEL (2USSLAtuSSLR L E L. N -O R ~

+(U2  4-V 2 +Ccos2 DL A2V~AV) +SSL RN) CD~teL EL'ORL + SL + yEN) slin'R Z CRL

+ 6c RL (U- +2VROitj 'RL

MR -AR)' + CDELsin(ERL (2SSLAUSSL + vSvR)



+1R) qLRs 4~jR + (USR + 72N CBR R RR 65 R

+CEcost~ 62US RtAfJS + 2V ~~ + ~~R+ V2 ) CDnco at~ 1RCR
+ R R SR +S VPIIiflpJSS p"+

(U RRA RR R _,&6 - + CD ainGRR (2USSR4AUSSRr
+N RR V() - + 66'R) R R

prC ~ 'L 'I VTL L
pR 2URR)'W + +I '' U2 .A

+ +VNYN)' [q ( y'L CyR; Lw'8II
5) Pitch Moment-

o--2tga)9e -,e - !' +TR +'' ;, (U + UWcos*

+ U Sin*)- t U~~ WC
y

5a) 'Linearized- Pitch Momen t E quation_____________I

2 - h~ +F Qfphf
W=- 2CeO9eI.9bb w~ -4 I~ AT, &~T + . . U Si*4t

+ cos*AtJJ, + UWEcos*A* + sin*AUE + -BS , LU q C joi

6-) Heave Equation 21 A)+ CU4u]

The heave-equation has not yet- been derived due to the

complexity of' the base flow. i



Aelationships Between Independent Variables anid Dependent Variables,

Us'ed, in'the Equation of- Motion.

1) L + (.u + UWNpost + Wsn2

la) 2USSLAUSSL + 2(T + UWcoe* + Us*,( + cos*LAU

+ ain~U~ U~sn#&* + UWcos**)

[ 8T
2) U2  ', R (U + Ucs*+ tpp2

SSR Uca s,

2a) 2USSAS. +'(, +~T U Usin*) (AU + oos*AU

I+slif*AUW U Usin#* + t dos*A#*)

I3) VW - V +~ U'%cos* - UNsin* + ht"( - j

I3a) 4Vg-m iAV UWsin#.4 + costU -UW Ueos*4* -sin*AUN

14), U2* - (Uj + UWc :s* ,+ UWsin*)2 + (V + U~g .oat - UWNBin*)2

I4a) 2UROPU.Wm 2(U.1+VU~cos,* + UWsin#) ,(AU - Uain*A* +-cos*AIJWN

F+ UWPcos#A# sin*AUWE) + 2(V + 'U~os# - UWNsin*),(AV

-U~tsin*4* + cos#AUE, UW~eos*#* ?- sin#AUW)

1-10



5') j-tan- 1 V+u WF cost4 - si -a 1  VpN-
U + UWsin* UWcos* U + UWsin* + UWcos*

5a) +, iVn -c+U os*)2(uT UWsi + UWcos7# (U UWsin* + U~

+4 sin*L&UE + Uwcos*A&* + cos*&UW - UWsin*,&*)

6) I~utan1 RNL VRN,

-U-SSL USSL

6 a) - USS CU(SSL )2 SSL

7) cR -tan -1 RN .VI9N

UY SSR SSR

74)N AV__
M U .S]R -(!S ~(sR 2  SS

8) yr V -, ) 
I

9) C 1R - "'kRRP5R')

.10) %DRR m f(e RR?6R)

ii:) 0Nf - VP

12) Cy' L m- f (TL PL)I

13) 'y%- fr(T,)

RI



,I
Examples Of Linearized Equations For Yaw And Side Force

[1) 50 Knot Forward Velocity

[ V - .562t -i.l4926R - .273V - 1.475;

= 1. 7 (PL - PA) + .5 6 26R + .J33V

12) 25 Knot Forward Velocity

V - .562 - . 0 9 2 6 R - .154V - .737*

1.(A L -O R). + .3466 R + -093V

3)' '50 ,Knot Forward Velocity -,12 Knot Side,-Velocity

V = .562v - .16016R - .262V - 1.475*

1.7( ., - OR ) + .6046, + .143V

4) 25 Knot Forward-.Velocity - 6 Knot Side Velocity

V - .562R- .107% .-137V - .737*

* = 1.1(0L -O R) + .026i + 101V

All angles are in degrees and velocities, are in ft./sec.

1-12



APPENDIX II

ANALOG COMPUTER- DIlAGRALMS



ANALoG COMPUTER-SYMBOLS

SYMBOL COMPONENT

II
Potentiomete.-

' -<- Summing Amplifier

I Integrating.Amplifier

High-Gain AmplifierI
Servo-Multiplier Drive

Servo-Multiplier Potentiometer

I
Meter

Nonlinear-Function Generator

I
II-

I
I
I
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EPLANATION OF ANALOG CO14PUTEMRDATA

This section contains the oscillographic recordings of the pertinent
.variables during the vehicle simulation on the analog computer. The

variables of primary interest are theyaw angle and sideslip angle

(or side velocity)..

The manual control (page IV-3)' illustrates the major problems in
the vehicle control. The side velocity rises as high as 13 ft/sec
and it is difficult to hold the vehicle exactly on course. The

acceleration (iP) changes signs many times as the operator tries to

guess the proper yaw rate to reach the desired yaw angle. The yaw

rate (p)reflects the problems.

Page IV-4 shows the automatic control response which results from
the use of idealized forces, i.e. pure side force and pure yaw moment..

The term is significantly different from that .resulting from the

manual control. The low side velocity during the maneuver at one-half
of the design velocity indicated that it is possible to generate gcod

control responses without a nonlinear side force term propprtional to

jU (the centrifugal acceleration.)

Pages IV-5, rIv6, and IV-7 show automatic responses with the rudder
behind the c.g. Page TV-5 shows that at the design velocity the

sideslip is negligible about two degrees. A sideslip of the same

magnitude, but in the opposite direction, Is observed-while turning
at one-half the despip velocity. The apparent dampingin yaw is also

reduced at this veloc. r, but the overshoot is still zero. Page iN-7
shows that nullifyutig -an Initial side velocity of 10 feet per second
at 50 knots forward velocity causes a 3.5 degree excursion in yaw
angle. This angle returns to the coimand heading.

Pages r-8, IV-9 and IV-10 show similar maneuvers for the fore and
aft vehicle configuration. The response in this case is smoother
thanthe vehicle With two rudders behind the e.g. Even at one-half

IV-I (



oi' the original design velocity the sideslip rises to only about one1 degrec. When nullifying a side velocity, since pure side force is

available, no excursion from the vehicle's commanded heading occurs.

TPages TV-il and IV-12 demonstrate the feasibility in closing a con-
trol loop with an ooera'tor inserted in it. Page IV-11 shows that
the system is repeatable with the same operator and °with different

operators. Comparison of each of the variables with the manual system

on page IV-3 indicates its ability to produce a smoother response.

34 This characteristic is particularly evident in yaw rate (v),

Page IV-12 shows the similarity of the response of' the vehicle with[ two propellers behind the c.g. to the rudder - equipped- vehicle.
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